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DAYTIME PROGRAMMING 
 

**NEW SERIES** 
 
Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures 
Series Premiere Saturday, November 16 at 10a/9c 
Rating Pending 
PAC-MAN AND THE GHOSTLY ADVENTURES follows the daily events of Pac as he saves Pac-World. Together 
with his friends Cyli and Spiral, Pac and his buds face the issues of being teenagers while also protecting Pac-
World from a ghostly army led by the evil Betrayus. Each adventure follows Pac and his friends as they try to 
return the ghosts to Netherworld. 

• The Adventure Begins (Part One) premieres Saturday, November 16 at 10a/9c 
Thanks to the school bully, Pac-Man accidentally opens the portal to the Netherworld, unleashing 
an army of ghosts, led by the fiery Lord Betrayus! 

• The Adventure Begins (Part Two) premieres Saturday, November 16 at 10:30a/9:30c 
PacWorld is under siege by ghosts and there is little Pac-Man can do about it without fresh berries 
from the Tree Of Life, which is hidden somewhere in the Netherworld and guarded not only by 
legions of ghosts, but fierce monsters! Pac strikes a deal with four whacky, wise-cracking ghosts, 
Inky, Blinky, Pinky and Clyde, to lead him into the Netherworld to try and find the tree and save 
PacWorld. 

• No Pets Allowed…Especially Monsters! (Part One) premieres Saturday, November 16 at 
1:30/12:30c 
When Pac and friends keep defeating all his ghosts, Betrayus, with the help of the demented Dr. 
Buttocks, decides to clone an army of Netherworld monsters. 

• President Possessed! premieres Saturday, November 23 at 10a/9c 
Pac and his pals grow suspicious when President Spheros starts behaving strangely. They eventually 
realize that Spheros has been possessed. Unfortunately, he declares Pac and pals Public Enemies 
and puts out a city-wide Pac-Man-Hunt! 

• Is Zit You or Is Zit Me? premieres Saturday, November 30 at 10a/9c 
Pac gets a huge zit right before Class Picture Day. The more stressed Pac gets about it, the more zits 
appear, so Betrayus sends his meanest-mouthed ghosts to stress him to the breaking point - or in 
this case - popping point! 

 
**ONGOING SERIES** 

 
Super Monsters 
Series Airs Saturdays at 8a/7c 
TV-Y 
Welcome to Pitchfork Pines Preschool where the children of the world’s famous (and not so famous) monsters 
come to learn to be the best people, and the best monsters, they can be. Drac, Cleo, Lobo, Katya, Zoe and 
Frankie are preschoolers with dual identities – they’re humans in the day and monsters after dark. When the 
sun sets, these little preschoolers shimmer with magic and giggle in delight as they transform into SUPER 
MONSTERS! 

• Safety Fur All/Even Monsters Need Manners premieres Saturday, November 2 at 8a/7c 



 

On a field trip to the amusement park, Lobo learns why it's important for everyone to follow the 
safety rules. The Super Monsters are hosting a school dinner for their parents, and it's up to Cleo to 
help her friends learn to use their very best manners. 

• Monsters at the Museum/The Lost and the Furry premieres Saturday, November 9 at 8a/7c 
At the museum, Frankie accidentally bumps and breaks things; Frankie feels bad, but his friends 
know he'll feel better if he talks about it. Lobo feels bad when he loses his silver dollar, his yo-yo 
and Drac's bat and ball; until Zoe's special song helps Lobo remember where he left the things he 
lost. 

• Once in a Blue Moon/Zombie Eyes Surprise premieres Saturday, November 23 at 8a/7c 
Katya is making the fruit punch for the Blue Moon party, but with so many kinds of fruit to choose 
from, Katya can't decide what flavor of punch to make! Igor and Esmie have created a new game 
filled with surprises, but Zoe gets so excited that she uses her x-ray vision and spoils the game for 
everyone. 

• Training Bristles/Team of One premieres Saturday, November 30 at 8a/7c 
Katya is enjoying her broomstick flying lessons, until she takes a small tumble and decides she's 
never getting on another broom ever again! The Super Monsters take a field trip to an obstacle 
course to practice their monster powers and Drac is convinced that his flying skills make him "the 
best" at everything, so he challenges the other Super Monsters to a race to prove it. But when 
Drac's flying fails, his friends must use their own superpowers to rescue him. 

 
Transformers: Rescue Bots Academy 
Series Airs Saturdays at 9a/8c 
TV-Y 
School is in session in the world of TRANSFORMERS: RESCUE BOTS ACADEMY and instructors Heatwave the 
Fire-Bot, Chase the Police-Bot, Blades the Copter-Bot, and Boulder the Construction-Bot are ready to train a 
new batch of recruits. Just arriving on Earth from their home world of Cybertron, young Hot Shot, Hoist, Whirl 
the Flight-Bot, Wedge the Construction-Bot and Medix have the honor of being the first class in history to 
enroll in the Rescue Bots Academy, a highly advanced training facility located at a top-secret base. With 
encouragement from Optimus Prime, Bumblebee, and Gridlock, the new recruits learn the power of team 
building through exciting simulated and real-life rescue missions that highlight the importance of heroism, 
teamwork, and most importantly, friendship. 

• Tune Out/Metal Munchers premieres Saturday, November 2 at 9a/8c 
When Hoist is put in charge of a new sonic fence, he can only remember its access code by creating 
a tune. But when that tune becomes too catchy and endangers missions, the team has to learn to 
remain calm to succeed. On a field trip to an area of natural beauty the Recruits face a swarm of 
metal-munching Scraplets. 

• Bee Prepared/Whirl’s Wise-Bot Quest premieres Saturday, November 9 at 9a/8c 
Wedge is excited when his hero Bumblebee visits the Academy as a guest teacher, but the young 
bot's attempts to impress backfire. When Whirl struggles with a tricky maneuver, she doubts her 
place on the team. Reassuring her, Blades mentions a distant Rescue Bot Guru who once helped 
him. 

• Flying Hunk-A-Junk/Into the Depths premieres Saturday, November 16 at 9a/8c 
When the Bots go on a satellite repair mission, their carelessly discarded trash hurtles around the 
earth's orbit, growing into a problem big enough to destroy them and the Sigma. The Recruits 
travel deep underwater to find an unmanned submersible. But a struggle to communicate 
effectively in the deep, dark waters nearly ruins the mission. 

• Milford Goes to the Dogs/The Ice Wave premieres Saturday, November 23 at 9a/8c 
When the dogs start behaving strangely near the Academy, Hoist sees the investigation as an 
opportunity to try out his new communications system. When the Rescue Bots face a Sim they 
can't beat, they must learn to deal with failure and focus on what's really important. 

• SEASON FINALE: Best Bots Forever Part 1 & 2 premieres Saturday, November 30 at 9a/8c 
In the season finale of Transformers: Rescue Bot Academy, the Recruits learn that there's no 'I' in 
team. 

 
Pirata & Capitano 
Series Airs Sundays at 8:30a/7:30c 
TV-Y 
Set sail with the faithful crew of the good ship Pink Skull. Pirata, Capitano and their friends are on a never-
ending quest for treasure and find adventure, fun and team spirit on the way as they explore the mysterious 
islands of the Great Sea. 

• The Crown of Purple Pearls/The Starpirates’ Rebellion premieres Sunday, November 3 at 
8:30a/7:30c 
Too busy searching for the Pearly Crown, Pirata and the crew pay little attention to Roberto's 



 

thoughtfully planned meals. He feels hurt and angry so he wanders off and is kidnapped by the 
giant cyclops guardian of the Pearly Crown! The Pirestars find a treasure map in a bottle which 
indicates the route to the legendary Star Island and its mysterious treasure! 

• The Polar Pirate/S.O.S. A Pirate in Danger premieres Sunday, November 10 at 8:30a/7:30c 
Pirata and Capitano discover a pirate imprisoned in an iceberg. Once defrosted, the pirate 
unleashes a reign of terror on the Great Sea and on Barracuda Island. Thinking she's helping a 
shipwrecked sailor whose SOS signal she received, Pirata soon discovers the signal was sent by 
Murana.  

• Dolphino Goes Missing/Midas the Maverick’s Treasure premieres Sunday, November 24 at 
8:30a/7:30c 
When Pirata and Capitano visit Skeleton Island for the opening of a beach tavern, they discover 
that Delfin Bones, the island's mascot, has disappeared, and all the islanders are demoralized about 
it. After seeing himself in a mirror, Plic faints and his body develops a silvery film. To save him, 
Pirata must obtain a bottle of perfume that Murana possesses. 

 

PRIMETIME PROGRAMMING 
 

**NEW SERIES** 
 
Cake Wars 
Network Premiere Tuesday, November 5 at 7/6c 
TV-G 
While there are plenty of masterful cake makers out there, only few have the skills to win CAKE WARS. 
Jonathan Bennett hosts this grueling competition where four expert bakers go toe-to-toe to see whose mind-
blowing cake creation will be the star of a major event, earning them the $10,000 prize. Master pastry chefs 
serve as judges and determine which cakes are worthy of headlining parties for The Simpsons, The Sound of 
Music, DC Comics and more! Let the CAKE WARS begin. 

• Star Wars premieres Tuesday, November 5 at 7/6c 
Cake Wars takes on one of the biggest adventures in the galaxy... Star Wars! One of the four 
talented cake makers will have their winning creation front and center at a huge bash celebrating 
Disney's newest Star Wars video game -- and walk out $10,000 richer. Vice President of 
Development for Disney Infinity, John Vignocchi, joins the judging panel to help determine who will 
win and whose cake will succumb to the dark side. 

• Dr. Seuss premieres Tuesday, November 5 at 8/7c 
Everyone from the Cat in the Hat to Thing 1 and Thing 2 are coming to Cake Wars for a huge Dr. 
Seuss celebration in honor of the new book "What Pet Should I Get?" Only one master cake artist 
will have their creation at the center of the party and walk away with $10,000, but to win, they'll 
have to impress guest judge Susan Brandt, President of Dr. Seuss Enterprises, and work faster than 
you can say "one cake, two cake, red cake, blue cake!" 

• Kung Fu Panda 3 premieres Tuesday, November 5 at 9/8c 
Everyone's favorite kung fu-fighting panda, Po, is going home for the first time in Kung Fu Panda 3, 
and they're throwing a massive party to celebrate the release of the new movie. This battle will be 
legendary, as four bakers compete to impress the directors of the movie, Alessandro Carloni and 
Jennifer Yuh Nelson, with their cake creations. Only one will win and walk away with $10,000! 

• Minecraft premieres Tuesday, November 5 at 10/9c 
One of the biggest video games of all time is coming to Cake Wars -- Minecraft! They're throwing a 
huge party to celebrate this smash hit, and Brand Director for Minecraft, Lydia Winters, is on hand 
to help the judges choose which baker will have their winning cake creation as the centerpiece of 
the big event and walk out $10,000 richer. 

• Valentine’s Day premieres Tuesday, November 12 at 7/6c 
Love is in the air as Cake Wars celebrates Valentine's Day with something we all love: chocolate! 
With the help of an expert chocolatier, four bakers put their heart into their cake creations for the 
chance to be featured as the centerpiece of a romantic Valentine's Day wine tasting and leave with 
a sweet $10,000 prize. World famous chocolatier Jonathan Grahm joins the judging panel to share 
his love of the sweet confection! 

• Shark Lagoon premieres Tuesday, November 12 at 8/7c 
Watch out! These cakes have some serious teeth as Cake Wars takes on the great wonders of the 
deep: sharks! As the world-famous Aquarium of the Pacific throws a massive celebration for their 
Shark Lagoon nights, four bakers will take a bite at the chance to make a jaw-dropping cake 
creation to be the centerpiece of the party. Aquarium staff member Luke Richmond joins the 
judging panel to choose which baker's cake is fin-tastic enough to win $10,000! 

• Shrek premieres Tuesday, November 12 at 9/8c 
Everyone's favorite ogre is making his way to Cake Wars -- Shrek himself! DreamWorks Animation 



 

is throwing a massive party to celebrate the 15th Anniversary of the iconic animated film, and 
Shrek producer Gina Shay is on hand to choose which amazing baker will earn the right to have 
their cake creation as the centerpiece of the party and win $10,000. 

• Party Animals premieres Tuesday, November 12 at 10/9c 
Even hippos love cake, and Cake Wars is celebrating the first birthday of Rosie the baby hippo from 
the Los Angeles Zoo! Four bakers go to battle for the chance to have their amazing cake creation at 
the center of this wild birthday party and go home with $10,000. John Lewis, Director of the Los 
Angeles Zoo, helps determine which baker is king of the jungle! 

• Sesame Street premieres Tuesday, November 19 at 7/6c 
Big Bird and the whole crew are making their way from Sesame Street to Cake Wars! Four talented 
cake makers compete to have their creation at the center of an epic party celebrating the latest 
season of Sesame Street. Helping to choose who wins the $10,000 prize are Carol-Lynn Parente, 
Executive Producer of Sesame Street, and of course, the ever-qualified Cookie Monster himself! 

• Willy Wonka premieres Tuesday, November 19 at 8/7c 
It's the 45th Anniversary of the all-time classic film Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory, and 
Cake Wars is coming to the party. Four bakers will compete to have their scrumdiddlyumptious 
cake creation at the center of this epic event, but only one will walk away with the golden ticket 
and $10,000. Actor Paris Themmen, who played Mike Teevee in movie, serves as guest judge! 

• Archie premieres Tuesday, November 19 at 9/8c 
Archie, Jughead, Betty, Veronica and the whole gang are headed for Cake Wars, as four master 
cake artists battle to have their creations at the center of a party celebrating 75 years of the iconic 
comic book. Special judge Jon Goldwater, CEO of Archie Comics, is on hand to see whose cake best 
illustrates the essence of the comic and deserves the $10,000 prize! 

• Dinosaurs premieres Tuesday, November 26 at 7/6c 
It's a Cake War that's 65 million years in the making, as four phenomenal cake artists battle to 
capture dinosaurs in cake form. Only one baker will have their creation as the centerpiece of a 
gigantic party and walk away with $10,000, while the rest will be left in the past! Jesse Daniel from 
the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County joins the judging panel to determine which dino 
cake soars above the rest. 

• Alice in Wonderland premieres Tuesday, November 26 at 8/7c 
Cake Wars goes through the looking glass as four amazing bakers put their skills to the test and 
take on Alice in Wonderland. The bakers go mad as they vie for $10,000 and the chance for their 
creations to be featured at the 65th Anniversary celebration of the classic Disney animated film. 
Mike Gabriel, Production Designer and Filmmaker at Disney Animation Studios, joins as special 
guest judge. 

 
**ONGOING SERIES** 

 
Beachfront Bargain Hunt 
Series Airs Fridays at 8/7c 
TV-G 
Each week, BEACHFRONT BARGAIN HUNT follows a family making their beachfront living dreams come true 
— on a budget! We'll follow them on the house hunt as we discover some of the most surprisingly affordable 
beachfront locales that prove you don't need to be a millionaire to live right on the beach. 

• A Savannah Couple Searches for Their Dram Oceanfront Home premieres Friday, November 1 at 
8/7c 
Stacia and Ryan did not grow up with vacations on the sand, and they have always dreamed of 
living on a beach. Realtor Betty Lou Futrell will show them four potential properties on the shores 
of Tybee Island, GA. Will they be able to find a place that feels like a vacation home, has room for 
family, and is close to activities all for under their budget of $250,000? 

• A California Couple Searches for a Coastal Condo premieres Friday, November 1 at 9/8c 
Ned is ready to give up the harsh winters of Michigan and make the permanent move west to join 
his partner, Joel, in California. Real estate agent Janet Scarborough will show the couple around the 
quaint coastal town of Port Hueneme, in hopes of finding a dream home for less than $300,000. 

• A Florida Couple Hopes to Find the Perfect Beachfront Getaway premieres Friday, November 1 at 
10/9c 
Mike and Sandy Wieber are workaholics who spend most of their time running a bed and breakfast 
in America's oldest city, St. Augustine. With help from real estate agent Ryan Ford, the couple 
wishes to find a second home where they can quickly escape the rigors of the work grind for a 
weekend in paradise. They hope to accomplish this feat for under $350,000. 

• A California Woman Searches for a Permanent Vacation Spot premieres Friday, November 1 at 
11/10c 
Alongside realtor and longtime friend Victoria, Gwen is hunting for a beachfront bargain in 



 

northern California. With a budget of just $200,000, Gwen won't rest until she can find the perfect 
home that will allow her to enjoy a vacation every single day. 

• A Louisiana Family Scours Johnson Bayou for a Real Vacation Home premieres Friday, November 
8 at 8/7c 
Ron and Charisse need a beach house that is secluded to escape the pressures of owning their own 
air conditioning company. Realtor Chase White will show them four potential properties along the 
Gulf Coast of Johnson Bayou, Louisiana. Will they be able to find that beach vacation feeling, all for 
under their budget of $150,000? 

• A Tampa Family Looks for a Secluded family Getaway premieres Friday, November 8 at 9/8c 
Greg and Kam want a retreat to escape the family's over-scheduled lives. Realtor Sue Paskert will 
show them four potential properties on the bridge-less barrier island of Little Gasparilla, Florida. 
Will they be able to find a beach home that will fit them and their four boys, all for under their 
budget of $375,000? 

• An Iowa Couple Looks for a Breach Home Where the Family Can Meet premieres Friday, 
November 8 at 10/9c 
Jim and Lisa are teachers from Iowa who are looking for a place to spend their summers. Realtor 
Jim Benson will show them four potential properties along the aqua waters of Manasota Key. Will 
they be able to find a beach home all for under their budget of $350,000? 

• A Miami Man Searches the Shores for Beachside Living premieres Friday, November 15 at 8/7c 
Stephen Wechsler is a project manager in one of America's hottest beach towns. With help from 
real estate agent Alon Oami, Stephen hopes to finally live his dream of owning a piece of property 
right on the water. The two hope to accomplish this goal for $300,000 or less. 

• A Texas Couple Aims to Find a Beachfront Paradise premieres Friday, November 15 at 9/8c 
For Wayne and Kathleen, it's all about finding a place where they can spread out and escape work 
with a sun-soaked lifestyle. Real estate agent Margaret Goolsbee hopes to help the couple realize 
their dream and dig their toes into the sand for a price tag of $350,000 or less. 

• A Louisiana Family Hunts Down a Beachfront Bargain premieres Friday, November 15 at 10/9c 
Don and Peggy are done with renting. The couple has decided it's time to buy a permanent 
residence in one of their favorite vacation spots: Perdido Key, Florida. Real estate agent Mike 
Whitner hopes to help the family zero in on the best bang for their buck with a budget of $275,000. 

• A Couples Search for a Boater’s Paradise premieres Friday, November 22 at 8/7c 
Rick and Cheryl are seeking a vacation home in the waterfront community of Port Charlotte, 
Florida. As boating lovers, the key is easy water access. Local real estate agent Jim Benson hopes to 
help the couple find their ideal destination for less than $350,000. Will this be possible? 

• A Philly Couple Hunts for a Home with a Front Door to the Ocean premieres Friday, November 22 
at 9/8c 
Kevin grew up spending summers on St. Simon's Island. Now that he's able to provide the same 
paradise for his family, he intends to find the perfect spot in his dream destination. Realtor Judy 
Ballard will show them four potential properties. Will they be able to find a beach home all for 
under their budget of $300,000? 

• A Kansas Family Looks for a Beach Home So They Can Be Closer to the Water premieres Friday, 
November 22 at 10/9c 
Candace, Sage and Richard are water lovers. For this family, finding a beach house that they can 
vacation throughout the year has always been a dream. Realtor Toni Phillips will show them four 
potential properties. Will they be able to find a beach home all for under their budget of $300,000? 

 
Tanked 
Series Airs Sundays at 7/6c 
TV-PG (L) 
The team from Las Vegas-based Acrylic Tank Manufacturing (ATM) and co-owners Wayde King and Brett 
Raymer are ready to take fish tank building to a whole new level! These tanks are all filled with the most 
exotic, unusual, colorful and dangerous fish in the world. ATM is one of the country's most successful builders 
of aquariums and two of Sin City's most imaginative businessmen, Wayde King and Brett Raymer, are tasked 
with building some of the most enormous and awe-inspiring tanks and aquariums for top celebrities, luxury 
hotels and casinos, Fortune 500 businesses, private homes and millionaire homeowners across the country. 
ATM takes on more than 200 projects every year with tanks ranging from 50 to one million gallons in size. 

• Tanked for the Holidays premieres Sunday, November 3 at 7/6c 
It's beginning to look a lot like Christmas around ATM when Wayde and Brett are challenged to 
build two tanks filled with holiday cheer. At Highwoods Property in Atlanta, GA the guys are tasked 
at creating one of the largest cylinder tanks in ATM history! All is jolly until a surprise request by 
Highwoods for additional holiday theming is delivered. Wayde and Brett also meet with the Mayor 
of Henderson, NV who brings good tidings about a Snowglobe tank for their annual Winterfest 
celebration.  



 

• Tanked Again for the Holidays premieres Sunday, November 3 at 8/7c 
In this Holiday episode, Wayde and Brett install a beefed-up butcher-block tank for a Las Vegas 
Jerky Store. In South Florida the guys design a Pub themed tank for an over the top Irish family. The 
luck of the Irish clearly isn't with them for the install as they find out the true meaning of Murphy's 
Law! Will they be able to install the tank in time for the Flanigan Family's annual holiday party? In 
Vegas the entire ATM family gets into the holiday spirit but things get out of control when Brett 
takes his decorations a bit too far. 

• We Fish You A Merry Christmas premieres Sunday, November 3 at 9/8c 
Everyone at ATM is really getting into the holiday spirit. Wayde and Brett team up with Australian 
Pop star, Alli Simpson to help spread the holiday cheer. What better way to do that than to give the 
gift of a lifetime? ATM could not think of a more deserving organization than the Children's Miracle 
Network. Santa Wayde and his elves Brett and Alli make their way to Flint, Michigan to visit Hurley 
Children's Hospital. The team helps spread some positivity in their community by donating an 
incredible aquarium. 

• A Merry Furry Christmas premieres Sunday, November 3 at 10/9c 
It's the jolliest time of the year and ATM is ready to spread some holiday cheer! Ethel M Chocolate 
Factory in Henderson, NV is gearing up for their 21st annual Holiday Cactus Lighting event and have 
tasked Wayde and Brett with building the ultimate holiday tank – a 500-gallon freshwater beauty, 
full of light up cacti and glowing fish! 

• Smiling is the Best Medicine premieres Sunday, November 10 at 7/6c 
Wayde and Brett get ready for their glamour shots as they're asked to convert a vintage 
photobooth into an aquarium that will allow people to have their picture taken with tropical fish 
right in frame. The catch? The new tank will debut at Las Vegas' First Friday street fair and has to be 
setup and taken down in less than 24 hours! Across the nation in Ohio, triage skills will be in high 
demand at Nationwide Children's Hospital where the guys create an underwater wonderland to fit 
into a magical childrens' world. 

• Lifestyles of the Fish & Famous premieres Sunday, November 10 at 8/7c 
On this star-studded special episode, go behind the paparazzi's flashbulbs to see some of the 
amazing tanks Brett and Wayde have built for Hollywood elite. The massive shark tank in Tracy 
Morgan's basement is no joke and the Houdini themed aquarium for Neil Patrick Harris is nothing 
short of magical. When rockers KISS give their blessing to a namesake tank Agnes gets to meet her 
lifelong idols. And, ATM has some big-time fans in the sports world too. They created a massive 
above ground koi pond for NFL Linebacker Bart Scott and for three-time NBA Champion, Dwyane 
Wade: a tank featuring the ballers new line of sneakers suspended in the tank. 

• Brace Yourself for Employee of the Month premieres Sunday, November 10 at 9/8c 
Ocean waves are being molded out of acrylic when ATM brings a realistic reef into a luxury condo 
complex. Then the guys build a tank in the shape of cooling knee brace complete with realistic 
looking ice. Later, Wayde offers an incentive to his employees. 

• Tricks and Trees premieres Sunday, November 10 at 10/9c 
Wayde and Brett head to Camp Oak at Ojai Valley Inn & Spa and are challenged to take arts and 
crafts to a new level by building an aquarium inside the trunk of an oak tree. Instead of a relaxing 
consult and trip to the spa, cries for HELP are heard when the guys find themselves lost in the 
woods during a research hike. Back at ATM, employees are on their toes when a local Halloween 
stores request for a coffin tank brings out the scare tactics in everyone. 

• Betty White’s Got an App for That premieres Sunday, November 24 at 7/6c 
Wayde and Brett get in touch with their wild sides when they travel to Sunny California to install an 
animal themed tank for beloved television star Betty White and the Morris Animal Foundation. The 
tank will have to be unveiled at a ritzy gala benefitting the star. But hold the phone! The ATM boys 
won't have any time for fun in the sun, when a local Vegas company asks them to install a 
smartphone themed tank in their offices. 

• Rock N’ Roll Eruption! premieres Sunday, November 24 at 8/7c 
Wayde and Brett have made tanks out of some unique things, but their creativity is put to the test 
when a client in Florida wants an 8-piece drum set tank that is fully playable! In Vegas the Lahaina 
Grill wants to bring a little bit of Hawaii into their new bar, and what better way than a tank 
themed with a smoking, lava spewing volcano! Will these two tanks erupt into a head banging good 
time for the clients? 

• Legal Vending Machine premieres Sunday, November 24 at 9/8c 
To keep his ATM team motivated, Wayde is sending them to team building boot camp in hopes 
they can all learn to better work together to pull off two incredible saltwater tanks! 

• Tracy and his Octopus premieres Sunday, November 24 at 10/9c 
Funnyman Tracy Morgan was so impressed by his ATM shark tank that he's coming back for round 
two! This time, it's a new home for his beloved octopus. To get this tank installed on time, Brett 
and Wayde will have to move in with Tracy for a few days! 

 



 

Cake Boss (Season 9) 
Series Airs Saturdays at 9/8c 
TV-PG 
Buddy Valastro is back for more CAKE BOSS! Follow the world-famous baker and his family as they continue to 
expand Carlo's Bakery, their successful family business. Buddy and his cake making team, including his four 
sisters, two brothers-in-law and cousins, will return to tackle exciting new projects including a fire-breathing 
dragon cake and a Viking ship inspired cake. Viewers will also get to catch up with Buddy's wife, Lisa; his 
children, Sofia, Buddy Jr, Marco and Carlo. As one of the most successful and renowned cake artists in the 
United States, Buddy continues his mission to achieve his late father's dream of making Carlo's Bake Shop a 
household name. 

• Volcanoes, Drive-ins & Movie Magic premieres Saturday, November 2 at 9/8c 
When Buddy and the bakers make a volcano cake for a science camp, they need to figure out how 
to make it both erupt and tasty. Even the cake flavor is on theme this week, with charcoal baked in. 
Mauro and Ralph make a cake for a special employee who's worked at a local drive-in movie 
theater for more than 40 years. During the cake build, Mauro catches the Hollywood bug, and 
directs Danny and Ralph in a short film that they play on the cake!  

• SEASON FINALE: A Barter, A Baker, And An Italian Professor premieres Saturday, November 9 at 
9/8c 
A pair of tween brothers want to surprise their little sister with an extra-special birthday cake. Since 
their allowances won't cover the costs, the boys offer to trade pizza from their family-owned 
pizzeria in exchange for a fantastic pony cake from Buddy. Mary gladly accepts the barter and 
makes sure the bakers take care of the thoughtful siblings. Buddy gives a behind-the-scenes tour of 
Carlo's Bakery to Swedish pastry chef Roy Fares. Roy is traveling across the country, tasting all of 
the creative confections the US has to offer. Buddy Castano is finished with high school and off for 
a semester abroad in Rome. One minor problem: he doesn't speak the language. Mauro and the 
guys give him a crash course in Italian. 

 
Treehouse Masters 
Series Airs Mondays at 7/6c 
TV-PG 
TREEHOUSE MASTERS has viewers climbing to a majestic world up in the treetops with visionary and tree 
whisperer Pete Nelson as he designs private escapes for those with a passion to reconnect with nature and 
awaken their inner child. Pete goes out on a limb to create breathtaking realities for a host of clientele 
including designing multi-bedroom dream tree houses complete with functional plumbing and electricity to 
simple one-room lofts. His portfolio boasts the creation and construction of adventurous tree-house retreats, 
which include zip lines and vine swings, Indiana Jones-inspired bridges and secret entrances; a levitating 
lighthouse treehouse; and a record-high recording studio that marries music and nature. Pete and his team of 
designers and carpenters, including son Charlie, must endure Mother Nature's shifty antics, dangerous 
construction equipment and dizzy heights in order to build these sanctuaries. 

• Semper Fi in the Sky premieres Monday, November 4 at 7/6c 
Pete answers the call of duty to build a treehouse in Pennsylvania that focuses on the children of 
Marines. Cargo netting off the deck provides an exciting way to enter, while even more nets inside 
form a bridge to access a private loft space. OO-rah! 

• Climb-In Drive-In premieres Monday, November 4 at 8/7c 
Pete tackles the first ever CLIMB-IN movie theater! Concessions are served to seating pods through 
a pulley system, and loungers elevate into the trees to give perfect views of the big screen. Pete 
travels to build a treehouse for monkeys at the LA Zoo. 

• Hot Tub Rumpus Room premieres Monday, November 4 at 9/8c 
Pete's fun-loving friend, and forklift supplier, is the lucky recipient of a treehouse built strictly for 
good times. The team builds a dream of a treehouse complete with a wine bar, a loft and their first 
ever hot tub in the woods of western Washington! 

• A Treehouse Production premieres Monday, November 4 at 10/9c 
Pete has spread the treehouse bug to a longtime friend and show producer who's hanging up his 
TV hat to open a treehouse B&B. The classic A-Frame structure will have all the amenities and a 
waterfall that pours from the wraparound deck to the pond below. 

• View from Above IV premieres Monday, November 11 at 7/6c 
Taking a look back at builds from the past is always a joy for Pete Nelson and the carpenters of 
NT&S. Pete and a few crew members gather around the campfire to poke fun at one another about 
the shenanigans they shared when building high up in the trees! 

• Ultimate Treehouses VI premieres Monday, November 11 at 8/7c 
South Africa, France, Costa Rica, Sweden and America all can boast that they are wondrous places 
to visit for their people, historical significance, or even their natural beauty, but they're also home 
to some of the most magnificent arboreal structures in the world. Pete Nelson seeks out these 



 

creations, highlighting how each has been influenced by different artistic movements while also 
appreciating these treehouses as artworks featuring an unparalleled blending of function and form. 

 

MOVIES/SPECIALS/STUNTS 
 
Thanksgiving Celebration 
Wednesday, November 27 and Thursday, November 28 Starting at 8/7c 
Join Discovery Family leading up to Thanksgiving as the network airs delicious holiday-themed specials and 
series including the network premieres of GUY’S BIG BITE: THANKSGIVING, ALL-STAR FAMILY COOK-OFF, 
OUTRAGEOUS: THANKSGIVING and tasty episodes of BAKE IT LIKE BUDDY and CAKE BOSS. Contact 
Jared_Albert@discovery.com for the complete schedule.  
 
My Little Pony: Equestria Girls: Holidays Unwrapped 
Network Premiere Saturday, November 2 at 11:30a/10:30c 
TV-Y 
Every holiday season, Pinkie Pie bakes a dessert for Rarity and Rarity makes a holiday outfit for Pinkie Pie. This 
season, Pinkie Pie has baked a soufflé, but when Pinkie Pie and Sunset Shimmer step outside to deliver the 
fragile pie, they are immediately confronted with a raging snowball fight between Applejack and her allies and 
Rainbow Dash and her comrades. Pinkie Pie only has seven minutes to deliver the soufflé before it deflates. In 
an act of bravery, Sunset Shimmer sacrifices herself so that Pinkie Pie can run across the yard, but Pinkie Pie 
doesn't make it all the way. Pinkie Pie fears that the pie will fall and, thus, her holiday tradition will end. She's 
ready to make one last effort to save the tradition and pie when she is surprised by a special someone who 
has the power to shield her from the snowballs and ensure the tradition is preserved. 
 
Grease 
Network Premiere Saturday, November 16 at 7/6c 
TV-PG 
Experience the friendships, romances and adventures of a group of high school kids in the 1950s. Welcome to 
the singing and dancing world of "Grease," the most successful movie musical of all time. A wholesome 
exchange student (Olivia Newton-John) and a leather-clad Danny (John Travolta) have a summer romance, but 
will it cross clique lines? 
 
Grease 2 
Network Premiere Saturday, November 16 at 9:30/8:30c 
Rating Pending 
Stephanie Zinone (Michelle Pfeiffer) is the leader of Rydell High School's Pink Ladies, a gang of girls who are 
counterparts of the school's group of greasers called the T-Birds. Stephanie is tired of her relationship with top 
T-Bird Johnny Nogerelli (Adrian Zmed), so she breaks up with him and quickly catches the eye of English 
exchange student Michael Carrington (Maxwell Caulfield). Hoping to win her over, Michael tries to overcome 
his nerdy ways while holding off the jealous Johnny. 
 

 
# # # 


